For the 2nth order equation, (-1)nv(2n)+ qv-O, with q continuous, we obtain a Sturm Separation theorem, involving n + 1 solutions of the equation, which is somewhat analogous to the classical result that the zeros of two linearly independent solutions of the second order equation separate each other.
Introduction
For the second order equation In this paper we obtain an analog of the above Sturm Separation theorem for the 2nth order equation (--1)nV(2n)+qv--0, x E [a, (1.2) with q continuous in [a, oc) . There In this paper we follow the analysis of Chapter 7 of K. Kreith [9] , which leads us to a version of Sturm separation theorem for the 2nth order equation (1.2) which has a slightly different character than other known generalizations. Particularly, we show that for any given solution of equation (1.2) having two consecutive n-fold zeros there must exist another solution (from an ndimensional subspace) which has an n-fold zero between the two given n-fold zeros. In the process we also develop some determinental identities concerning Wronskians of 2n functions and establish a matrix version of the Green's formula associated with the 2nth order equation. The key to understanding oscillation theory for 2nth order equations appears to lie in looking at solution spaces of dimension n and trying to deal as much as possible with a full set of linearly independent solutions instead of just two such solutions. The present approach helps to underline some useful analogies of the fourth and 2nth order equations to the standard second order equation. We also note that the matrix form of the Green's formula (equation (3.11) below) which utilizes two sets of n solutions, each being 'conjoined', does not seem to be widespread in the literature. The determinental identities in section 4 represent simplifications of identities obtained by Weyl-Kodaira and Everitt, and simplify further when the two sets of solutions are taken to be 'conjoined'; this simplification results in a "matrix form of Green's formula for equation (1.2) which seems to represent a stronger analogy to the second order equation than the usual scalar form.
Some results which are related to the Sturm separation theorem of the present paper are the comparison theorems obtained by G. Ladas [10, pp. 564-565] and K. Kreith [9, p. 71, Theorem 7.4] . We also note that it is possible to give an independent proof of our Sturm separation theorem (Theorem 5.1 below) which relies on a Lagrange identity associated with a factorization of the 2nth order operator in (1.2) as a product of an nth order operator and its adjoint; the identities are from W.A. Coppel [1] and M.S.P. Eastham [2] and the independent proof is due to M.S.P. Eastham. It should perhaps also be mentioned that there are more abstract versions of the Sturm separation theorems which may possibly yield separation theorems for the even-order equation.
We mention, in particular, M. Morse [12] , H.M. Edwards [3] and F. Neumann ([13] , [14] ).
Edwards introduces a "theory of U-manifolds" and obtains an abstract version of separation theorem which yields the above separation theorem as a Corollary ([3, p. 53]), but he gives no similar application for higher order equations. Similarly, F. Neumann [13] and ([14, pp. (1.2). The object of this section is to show how the Green's formula can be cast in a matrix form so that a 'matrix'-Wronskian of 2n solutions arises on the right hand side. Following the discussion of determinental identities in Section 4, it will then appear in Lemma 5.1 of Section 5 that the determinant of our 'matrix'-Wronskian coincides, for two 'conjoined' sets of n solutions, to the usual scalar Wronskian of 2n solutions; our matrix Green's formula is therefore more in line with the Green's formula for the second order equation.
For simplicity we restrict attention to the simplest form of the 2nth order equation, 
The system form (3.1)2 is a Hamiltonian system since the above matrices satisfy the properties A-DT, B BT, C CT.
We shall also find it helpful to make use of the matrix form for two solutions of (3.1)2 namely Proof: This theorem is well known But we give a short outline of the proof since some of the steps will lead to a reformulation of this identity which will enable us to establish its connection to the Wronskian introduced in (3.5).
Step 1: Putting the expression (4.2) for the bilinear concomitant in (4.3) and performing the necessary multiplications the right-hand side of (4.3) may be written as n 2n 2n
,ki-n )f 1 E E (-1) E ;n H f!kj (2n. kj) (4.5)
where kj is the summation index in (4.2) for fl fi2j_
Step Step 3: It is clear that the total number of 'admissible' k-vectors which give a nonzero contribution for the inner sum in (4.5) is 2nn!.
Step 4: For each of the 2nn! admissible k-vectors in the iterated sums in (4.5) it turns out that n E (-1) lki-n nllli2; ,(kj-1)f!2n-kj)=,2j Wx(fl'f2"'" f2n)
by using Lemma 4.3. By summing over the 2nn! admissible k-vectors in (4.5) we therefore get (4.5) equal to Wx(fl,... f2n), which proves (4.3).
Step 2 in the above proof leads us in a natural way to the following corollary. (ii) i2k-1 < i2k, k-1,...,n; (iii) i2k-< i2k + 1, k 1,...,n 1; or equivalently, where Wx(fl,f2,...,f2n E i2n-< i2n <-2n
and the summation indices in the iterated sums are restricted to satisfy the constraints (iv) 1;
(V) ij {il,i2,...,ij_l}, J--2,'"2n" (il,i2,...,i2n) there are 2nn! equal copies of , [fil,fi2 [fi2n_l,fi2,] in the sum of (4.3). This affords a splitting of the (2n)! permutations into 1 3.5-.... (2n-1) equivalence classes of 2nn! permutations each.
F1
The following two corollaries identify precisely those terms on the right-hand side of (4 .8) (iv) and (v) as in Corollary 4.1, and the first sum is over all n! permutations of the second indices subject to the restriction that i2j E {n q-1,...,2n}.
Proof: The additional restriction that i2n + 1 k n in the summation over i2n_ 1 throws out of the right-hand side of (4.9) precisely those n! terms in the first sum in (4.12).
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Corollary 4.3: For any set of 2n functions {fl,'", f2n} having 2n-1 continuous derivatives we have using the definition (4.11)
where the sum is over all n! permutations (i2,'", i2n) subject to i2j G {n -+-1,..., 2n}.
Proof: By Lemma 4.3, det(Wx(VI' VII))
where (i2,"-, i2n)is any permutation of (n + 1,n + 2,..., 2n), and r(i2,. i2n) { even number, odd number,
To prove this corollary, we only need to show that n-(-1) r(i2 i2n) for any permutation (i2, i4," i2n) of (n + 1, n / 2,..., 2n). We observe that 1 + 2 + + (n-1) n(n-1) transpositions are required for changing (fl f 2, f 2' f i4" ",f n 1, f i2n 2' fn, f i2n
to (fl, f2,'" f,, f 2, f i4," f i2n 2' f i2n or vice versa.
n(n-1).
Let It is of some interest to note that W.N. Everitt [5, p. 148, Lemma 1] gave an identity which corresponds in the present analysis to squaring both sides of (4.3), (4.8-9) or (4.12). Specializing his result to 2n arbitrary real-valued functions with 2n-1 continuous derivatives and using the definition of the bracket quantity in (4.2) we have: (4.15)
The proof of (ii) follows immediately from taking the determinant on both sides of (i). 
A Sturm Separation Theorem for 2nth Order Equations
For the basic lemmas needed to prove the separation theorem we rely on the development given by K. Kreith [9, Chap. 7] . Our lemmas 3.1, 5.2 and 5.3 correspond to lemmas 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 of [9] ; similarly, lemma 7.4 of [9] contains the ideas which led us to Theorem 5.1, although the formulation as a separation theorem seems heretofore to have been overlooked.
We first need to address the annoying fact that the bilinear concomitants appearing in the second sum in equation (4.12) which involve [fi, fj] with 1 < i, j _< n or n + 1 < i, j < 2n, need not be zero for arbitrary choices of linearly independent functions {fl, f2,'", f2n}" Case 2" Assume u is linearly independent of Vl,... ,v n.
x e [b,c] . 
